Navigating

Difficult
Conversations
Effectively

Goal of Program

Create the awareness and repeatable tactics
someone would need to know to engage in
difficult conversations effectively so they keep
the relationship intact and move things forward.

Target Audience

This program is designed for leaders at any
level wanting to grow their confidence and skill
at navigating difficult conversations more
effectively.

DISC

DISC Assessment

Want to take this experience to the next level?
Have each leader complete their DISC self
assessment prior to the experience, so they
learn about their specific communication style.

For more info, visit www.justinpatton.com
Email: justin@justinpatton.com

What You
Should Know
This experience is a combination of in-person and
virtual programming. It combines assessments, diﬀerent
learning modalities, and opportunities for application
to create the best experience. Timing and order of the
topics can vary based oﬀ of client’s needs.

Why
Choose This Experience?
The DISC assessment provides a richer level
of awareness.
The concepts stick because they build oﬀ of
one another week after week.
Leaders will be able to apply what they learn in
both their personal and professional lives.

LET’S TALK:

502.797.3555
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Touch Points in This Experience

Do you want to help your leaders understand how to communicate more
eﬀectively during the tough conversations? It starts with honest awareness
about their communication style and how they show up in every conversation.
Each learning touch point develops the mindset, skillset, and practice
necessary for leaders to navigate diﬃcult conversations more eﬀectively.

#1

Complete Online DISC assessment

#2

2 hour disc workshop on your style

#3

1 hour disc workshop on adapting to others

#4

4 week email campaign to reinforce learning

#5

complete survey on difficult conversations

#6

half-day workshop on difficult conversations

#7

3 week scenario-based email reinforcement

#8

30 minute virtual Q&A session

For more info, email justin@justinpatton.com

LET’S TALK:

502.797.3555

